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Here's a huge unthreaded post of everything* Storify returned when asked
to pull Tweets with "#critlib15" on 2015-03-29. They're in order of oldest to
newest, but with no further organization. Contact me if you have ideas for
how to organize them better! *everything after previous #critlib chat
by foureyedsoul 2 months ago 99 Views
Embed

























































































































































































































































































MEGAN WATSON @MEGANJWATSON · 2 MONTHS AGO













































































































































ARIANA @ARIPANTS · 2 MONTHS AGO


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































KELLY BLANCHAT @KELLYBLANCHAT · 2 MONTHS AGO
Reunited to my better half/partner in crime/shopping buddy @librarianmegs. Thanks #critlib15
#acrl15 http://t.co/lDJ3CQKlqL






































































































































LAURIE BRIDGES @IMLAURIE · 2 MONTHS AGO

















ARIANA @ARIPANTS · 2 MONTHS AGO

































































































































































































JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO
#critlib2015 (#critlib15? #critlib) sessions are ALL PACKED. all seats filled here after I took this...
http://t.co/YKBhUKpK0o




































































JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO
hi #critlib15! sweet surfing dinosaur...could we call this surfing dinosaur RADICAL?? A radical
reference dinosaur??? http://t.co/8mU7yWfXMO





















































































KELLY BLANCHAT @KELLYBLANCHAT · 2 MONTHS AGO
Three screens! @catladylib at the command desk. Feminist pedagogy! #critlib15
http://t.co/BypZNOq5VS





MEGHAN DOWELL @LIBRARIANMEGS · 2 MONTHS AGO
















































CUDJOE @CUDJOE70 · 2 MONTHS AGO









JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO
OMFG @catladylib AT #CRITLIB15!!! http://t.co/dTLRRuo8yY









































































































































































JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO
wow, an LIS professor who cares about post-LIS job placement!! that is a rare sight!! #critlib15
http://t.co/rp49jT3SoG









































JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO
hi emily #critlib15 http://t.co/sMG8oxWUHD



















































CUDJOE @CUDJOE70 · 2 MONTHS AGO




















JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO
#critlib tech manifesto #critlib15 http://t.co/U8F7vzJhmi




































































KELLY BLANCHAT @KELLYBLANCHAT · 2 MONTHS AGO
❤ #critlib15 tech manifesto is so meta analog x4 http://t.co/UwrJTHHyVb








































































































































































JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO
every seat is full at the #critlib #acrl2015 unconference cool-down session. #critlib15 crit lib is so
amazing. http://t.co/QvMH9aGAHs
















































































































































































































JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO
OMFG MY DAY IS SO MUCH BETTER I MET #CRITBABY AT #critlib15!!! http://t.co/mJzORSbTbx




















JP PORCARO ☆ @MAKEITHAPPENDAY · 2 MONTHS AGO
#critlib15 train selfie! #acrl2015 http://t.co/V18AyBpWk4























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ELIZABETH LIEUTENANT @LIZLIEUTENANT · 2 MONTHS AGO
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